
 Case Study 

 Headline:  SOC 2 compliance is a must – without it,  you can’t get in the door with customer prospects 

 Savant Labs is a Silicon Valley company with an innova�ve solu�on for automated analy�cs that is poised 
 to disrupt its industry. The company decided to build in the right security processes for compliance from 
 the very beginning, and use compliance automa�on to help reach its security goals. 

 *** 

 Profile sidebar: 

 Savant Labs 

 www.savantlabs.io 

 Industry:  Cloud-based analy�cs 

 Business:  Savant Labs' solu�on allows analysts to  build automated analy�cs apps without code. This 
 enables using drag & drop to collect, s�tch, analyze and deliver insights in minutes with a UI designed for 
 both Excel and SQL dabblers and power users alike. 

 *** 

 “  Our corporate philosophy is built on establishing  trust with customers. Part of establishing that trust is 
 being cer�fied to be compliant with frameworks such as SOC 2. Having been through the process before 
 at a prior company, using the tradi�onal manual approach to collec�ng evidence, I knew that wasn’t the 
 way to do it again – it’s far too slow, painful and non-repeatable. When we found Akitra’s compliance 
 pla�orm, I knew they offered a be�er, more automated way to do it.” 

 Yunfeng Yang, CTO and co-founder, Savant Labs 

 What was the Challenge? 

 Savant Labs needed to put in place a security and compliance process that was robust and 
 comprehensive. “We knew that we wanted to build a strong founda�on for compliance in our company, 
 right from the very start. If you do it early in the life of the company, and build it right, it’s far easier than 
 if you go back and try to put it in place later,” said Yunfeng Yang, CTO. 

 Furthermore, Savant Labs knew that its customer prospects would be very demanding in terms of proof 
 of compliance. “We sell to both SMBs as well as many enterprises. If you don’t have SOC 2, you can’t 
 even get in the door with them. So we knew we needed to achieve that right away,” con�nued Yunfeng. 

http://www.savantlabs.io/


 What was Akitra’s Solu�on? 

 A�er evalua�ng several compliance automa�on pla�orms, Akitra was chosen for two main reasons. First, 
 the automated features of its monitoring of cloud services and for the automated collec�on of evidence 
 from those services to be able to demonstrate compliance. Second, since the company needed guidance 
 in pu�ng compliance processes in place, it selected Akitra for its depth of compliance exper�se and its 
 ability to provide guidance. 

 “Akitra helped us assess which compliance policies and processes we really needed,” said Yunfeng. “They 
 helped us focus on the ones to put in place first, such as doing pen tests to iden�fy gaps.” He added that 
 all these policies and controls could be put in place with the tools they already had, plus those provided 
 by Akitra, such as Akitra’s Shield module for automated monitoring and evidence gathering from 
 employee worksta�ons. 

 In terms of the level of support and guidance that Savant Labs received from Akitra, Yunfeng noted three 
 aspects: “First, you made sure you gave us an overview of the whole scope of the compliance process 
 from beginning to end. Second, you provided quick turnaround on all of our ques�ons and issues. Third, 
 you guys at Akitra were very proac�ve – you gave us excellent sugges�ons on how to move forward 
 efficiently to put the right security processes in place.” 

 What was the Result? 

 Savant Labs is now SOC 2 Type 2 cer�fied, and is making sure that it stays con�nuously compliant with 
 Akitra’s 24/7 monitoring of key systems and services. Yunfeng observed that he was very pleased that 
 the ongoing, post-audit rela�onship with Akitra’s Customer Success team con�nues with periodic 
 mee�ngs to review status, look at key reports, and in general make sure that the compliance program 
 always stays on course. 

 In terms of Savant Labs’ sales process with customers, it is now smoother and faster. “We can answer our 
 customers’ compliance ques�ons much more quickly and confidently, and show them the actual detailed 
 compliance reports if they want to see that evidence.” 

 Equally important, Yunfeng says that the company is now poised to scale more rapidly. “Having a solid 
 infrastructure and solid processes means that we can grow faster without sacrificing security and 
 without having to rebuild our product or processes along the way. As CTO, I really appreciate having a 
 strong founda�on that is built for growth and built to last.” 


